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DOJ Antitrust Division Withdraws Three Healthcare 
Policy Statements as Part of Increasing Antitrust 
Scrutiny of Information-Sharing Practices 
On February 3, 2023, the Department of Justice Antitrust Division (“DOJ”) 
announced the withdrawal of three policy statements related to certain practices in 
the healthcare industry (the “Healthcare Policy Statements”) that had been in place 
since 1993, 1996 and 2011, respectively.1 The DOJ characterized the Healthcare 
Policy Statements as “outdated” and “overly permissive on certain subjects, such as 
information sharing”.2 The announcement was initially made by Principal Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General Doha Mekki in her keynote speech at the GCR Live: 
Law Leaders Global conference on February 2, 2023, where she analogized the 
Healthcare Policy Statements to guidance developed for “audio cassette tapes” that 
is now being applied to “digital streaming”.3  

 

The Healthcare Policy Statements described certain 
“safety zones” in the healthcare industry, indicating 
the government would not challenge certain conduct 
that met specific safeguards. In withdrawing them, 
the DOJ announced that, going forward, it plans to 
use a “case-by-case enforcement approach” for 
conduct and transactions in the healthcare industry, 
and that the withdrawal of the Healthcare Policy 
Statements “best serves the interest of transparency 
with respect to the Antitrust Division’s enforcement 
policy in healthcare markets”.4 The withdrawal of 
the Healthcare Policy Statements is part of a broader 
pattern of DOJ antitrust enforcement focusing on an 
increased scrutiny of information-sharing practices 
across many industries.  

The 1993 Policy Statement defined six antitrust 
safety zones, including one for hospital mergers in 
which one of the merging hospitals has fewer than 
100 licensed beds and averages fewer than 40 daily 
patients, another for hospital joint ventures involving 
expensive equipment like MRI machines and a third 

for joint purchasing agreements.5 Notably, the 1993 
Policy Statement established two safety zones on 
information-sharing, one addressing information-
sharing between physicians and purchasers of 
healthcare services and the other addressing hospitals 
sharing prices for hospital services or wages, salaries 
or benefits of hospital personnel in surveys managed 
by third parties.6 The 1996 Policy Statement 
generally updated the guidance established in the 
1993 Statement,7 including additional specificity on 
the safety zones for the two categories of 
information-sharing addressed in the 1993 
Statement.8 Additionally, the 1996 Statement 
reiterated that a safety zone exists for physician 
network joint ventures comprised of 20 percent or 
less of the physicians in each specialty in the relevant 
geographic market where members share substantial 
financial risk, and provided additional examples of 
networks that fell within that safety zone.9 The 2011 
Policy Statement provided antitrust guidance for 
Affordable Care Organizations (“ACO”) stemming 
from reforms established by the Affordable Care 
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Act.10 The 2011 Statement set forth a safety zone for 
independent ACO participants that provide the same 
service and have a combined share of each common 
service of 30 percent or less in each participant’s 
primary service area.11 

Although the three withdrawn Healthcare Policy 
Statements specifically addressed the healthcare 
industry, their guidance as it related to information-
sharing had been applied to other industries, in 
particular the labor/HR space.12 However, the DOJ 
and FTC’s 2000 Guidelines for Collaborations 
Among Competitors appear still to be in place and 
address some conduct found in the Healthcare Policy 
Statements, including information-sharing practices 
and joint purchasing agreements among 
competitors.13 In her remarks announcing their 
withdrawal, DAAG Mekki signaled that it had 
broader antitrust enforcement implications across all 
industries and is a part of the agencies’ evaluation of 
existing policy statements and guidance documents.14 
The withdrawal comes during a period of increasing 
scrutiny by the antitrust agencies of anticompetitive 
information-sharing.15 She noted that even the use of 
the same pricing algorithms by two competitors in 
the same market is cause for heightened concern.16  

The DOJ has had two consent decrees over the past 
several years resolving antitrust violations related to 
information-sharing, both of which DAAG Mekki 
referenced in her speech.17 Those settlements 
redressed conduct involving sharing competitively 
sensitive data about workers’ compensation in the 
poultry industry18 and revenue data for advertising 
slots in the broadcast television industry,19 
respectively. DAAG Mekki stated that these cases are 
“sobering reminders” that information exchanges can 
be facilitated in any market, even if it is not 
characterized by a high level of concentration.20 
Companies can expect the DOJ’s information-
sharing enforcement to be far-reaching and not 
industry-specific going forward. 

In her remarks, DAAG Mekki also stated that the 
DOJ’s evaluation of information-sharing would not 
be limited to enforcement through Section 1 of the 
Sherman Act. She explained that companies with a 
history of unlawful information-sharing “will face an 
uphill battle” during merger review under the Hart 

Scott Rodino Act, and the potential for 
anticompetitive information-sharing will play a large 
role in evaluating whether a merger may violate 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act.21 DAAG Mekki noted 
that other federal agencies, like the Department of 
Transportation, have the ability to challenge unfair 
methods of competition, including information-
sharing, and called for a “whole-of-government 
approach” to stopping unlawful information-
sharing.22 

The withdrawal of these long-standing policy 
statements is a sign that companies should exercise 
caution when participating in information exchanges 
or other forms of collaboration with competitors and 
ensure their employees are properly trained in 
antitrust compliance with respect to information-
sharing practices.23 Given these developments, 
companies should engage with antitrust counsel to 
anticipate and adapt to the DOJ’s expanding antitrust 
enforcement agenda with respect to information-
sharing methods and practices. 
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